
Letter to the Korean People in the Upside Down World. 2023/3/15
While they promise them liberty, they themselves are the servants of corruption: for of whom
a man is overcome, of the same is he brought in bondage....2 Peter 2:19,King James Bible
"If the world is upside down the way it is now, wouldn't we have to turn It over to get it to
stand up straight ? " -Eduardo Galeano- http://upsidedownworld.org/

Also author hope coming times of real reconciliation among Korea-China and Japan.
Now also Korean people has been strongly being deceived by USA the NAZIS reincarnated.
They has been strongly accusing the invasion history,however you don’t know the actual
concealed history,and also extremely singular position of Korean Japanese(KJ) who has
been being employed very dirty,dangerous and illegal(but not punished)role against
Japanese who act in reforming corrupted Japan due to hidden and evil policy by the USA.
If you(and also Chain people)could really be awaken,the history could be changed,

[ ]:The Outline 
⑴The modernization of Japan(1868)was not real self power revolution,but UK,s conspiracy
employing KJ(in Chohsyu)as agent ruler.The Emperor is not Japanese(but KJ)..
*The most betrayer against (Tokugawa)Shogunate is me...... ......Thomas.Blake.Glover
(UK weapon Merchant imported used gun to anti-Tokugawa power from USA after the civil
war,he also employed Ryouma-Sakamoto the organizer anti-Tokugawa league.
Tokugawa governance<1603-1867> had accomplished 264 years long time peace with the
friendship of Joseon envoy<1607-1811>,and Netherlands trade in Dejima<1621-1847>.
http://www.777true.net/JapanUK.pdf

⑵The aim of GLOBAL IMPERIALISTs expected Japan as hidden assisting (military)power
nation in Far East Region POLICY<Anglo-Japanese(military)Alliance=1902-1923>
They turned Japan modern military fighting dog nation<1868→1894-1945> as follows.
⒜The wars in China<1894-1895,,1937-1945→1949 China Revolution>,
Taiwan annexation <1895-1945>,
Having established the revolution, however the economy did not work well.The Great
Famine<1959–1961> killed many Chinese<Mao Zedong and Rockefeller the US wealthiest
the depopulation planer>,setting up internal enemies to avert popular hatred of the rulers,
the Cultural Revolution<1966-1976> was conspired ,Later, Deng Xiaoping's reform and
opening up<1978~> was to go to the current position.This is also US(with Japan) assist.

⒝Russia<1904-1905,,,→Russia Revolution-1917,
the ultra wealthiest Rosschild and Rockefeller secretly assisted the revolution and the after
times to establish their common enemy in their capitalism outside<Vodka-Cola connection>,
but Andropov-Gorbachev resolved USSR<1991>.→ Military industry in USA having lost
enemy faced business crisis to conspire new enemy al Queda with Middle East invasion.
..however recently stand in double Putin<the betrayer>once again started cold war in terror
politics Russia as you know.

http://www.777true.net/JapanUK.pdf


⒞Korea peninsula annexation<1910-1945>,...→⑶

⒟USA<1941-1945>..Revolution is more terrible than defeating war,..the wartime prime
minister Fumimaro Konoe,a member of the emperor family.Note the war executor emperor
was the military top commander in the old constitution,who judged Perl harbor attack
neglecting no war winning possibility in war time economy calculation by the army.Very
unreasonably,he escaped from top war criminal responsibility in the US occupation policy.

→Military Occupation after the war by “Japan-U.S. Status of Forces Agreement”=Ruling
Japan by US-Japan Joint Committee<1945-2023>..this is illegal by2625 (XXV). Principles of
International Law concerning Relations among States in Charter of the United Nations
http://www.un-documents.net/a25r2625.htm
c.The duty not to intervene in matters within the domestic jurisdiction of any State, in
accordance with the Charter, ......Also USA agreed the law,while they break it in Japan.
Note even US diplomats themselves are mad at this.
http://777true.net/the-convergence-to-genuine_J107-Abolishing-Illegal-Treaty.pdf
http://www.777true.net/the-convergence-to-genuine_J89-the-LAWLESS-OCCUPATION.pdf
http://www.777true.net/the-convergence-to-genuine_J93-Go-Home-USwarmonger.pdf

⑶Before Japan invasion,Korea Peninsula had been being ruled by China for very long
times history with the policy strong exploitation and without building good progress.In the
very severe long absurd history,the cursed culture historical peninsula grudge had been
formed as Korea culture.It is told a mind power for them to live life. Thereby,such Korea at
that times were far from modernization,however it was Japan ruling that had accomplished it
in the assimilation policy.It was entirely the same in Taiwan,however they never accused it
so strong as Korean.Now they are very familiar with Japan
Why was it assimilation policy,but not only exploitation by such China??,the strongest Japan
ruler emperor was not Japanese,but hidden Korean with the obedient Japanese subordinate

Root of corrupted Japan politics = complicity in US rule over Japan, or truly complicity in
independence movement with Japanese people? <Ask elites in Japan! >
http://777true.net/Korean-Japanese-must-opt-Japan-by-Exposing-Own-Betray-and-Escapin
g-from-the-Cursed-Grudge.pdf
Modern Japan is under the covert rule of Koreans by US and British puppets
http://777true.net/The-Aget-Korean-Ruling-Began-Since-1868.pdf
CIA Hate Engineering and Current Japanese Politics (ruling and opposition parties of
Japanese leaders)
http://777true.net/the-convergence-to-genuine_J173_N0-Betrayal-but-One-for-ALL.pdf
The Crisis of the Far East 3 Countries (China-Korea-Japan) Is the Good Opportunity for the
Revitalization of the 3(5) Countries? ! !
http://777true.net/the-convergence-to-genuine_J136-Re-Constructing-5-Nations-pdf.pdf
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The real life of people general in North Korea is hell!
http://www.asyura2.com/2003/war25/msg/443.html
The Truth About North Korea and Its Surroundings (U.S., Europe & Japan, South Korea)
http://777true.net/the-convergence-to-genuine_J77-N_Korea-Syria-NAZI-the-Backgroud.pdf
Three Kingdoms Theory
http://777true.net/the-convergence-to-genuine_J79-the-Try-States-Will.pdf
Domination of agents in Japan Ruined Japanese politics ::Far East National revitalization
theory
http://777true.net/the-convergence-to-genuine_J51-Strike-Discord-Conspiracy-among-Far-
East-Nations.pdf

 The Hidden Political -Journal Assassination without Punishment.
Political maneuvering by employing hatred motives is a common practice in the world of
espionage.This is a universal human problem that can be seen in Nazis, Israel, the Middle
East, Eastern Europe,South America, and Asia.
<US secretly employ JK terrorists who are really outlaws(no punishment)>.
On the entirely contrary,in now Japan,they has been being suffered by the absurd ruling of
US military occupation due to their deadly illegal crimes with invisible Korean subs.They has
entirely been searching Japanese non favorable against the absurd and brutal US ruling.
Assassinations against voicing opposition to US military bases.Japan has a lot of unsolved
criminal case in politics and media incidents,Many KJ engage gangster criminal organization
due to legal preferential KJ.

Definitive proof of privilege for Koreans in Japan! !
Summary of the privileges of “Koreans in Japan”
https://ccce.web.fc2.com/zt.html
Ordinary foreigners living in Japan are forced to return to their home country after being
sentenced if they commit a serious crime.However KJ are not,but except for some special
cases such as crimes related to civil war, to foreign affairs, to diplomatic relations,
those who have been sentenced to imprisonment or worse for crimes against foreign heads
of state, diplomatic missions, or their embassies, KJ will be released to the general public.
This is the only extrajudicial privilege in the world.
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[ ];About on the American and Russian-Chinese People.
Author express thanks to them,he was strongly educated by them.Now he must reciprocate.
⑴American.
It is American who taught author USA NAZIS reincarnated nation.
Hitler's Prophecy: The Future Image of 2039
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#01
In the outstanding military power nation,people must work harder to obtain the tax payment
in the severe competitive society.In the comparison,other ordinal nation people live easier
life.Author consider the latter is righteous.By anyhow,they(German American the major race
in USA)are too much doing.If they do wrong by very harder work,what would happen?.

Ordered world is governed by mutual love, and chaos by mutual hatred (Mozi, Juan 4)
Those who follow the will of heaven are also righteous. Those who oppose God's will are
also powerful. (Mozi, Juan No. 7)
If there is righteousness in the world, there will be order, and if there is no righteousness,
there will be chaos. (Mozi, Juan No. 7)

However once trying to tackle the most difficulty in now world,there would be no more easier
life as usual.Do they welcome such extreme tension world ?!!!,if you hope it.author
will present you the supreme deadly problem !!

⑵Russian
They are very favorable talented people from science to art,philosophy,
however now they are facing a horrible double leader the betrayer with hidden WESTERN
POWER.
⑶Chinese
They are very favorable talented people from science to art,philosophy,however now they
are facing a horrible dictator leader the betrayer with hidden WESTERN POWER.

http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html


APPENDIX_1:Other citing data:
http://777true.net/The-Wicked-Spirit-in-Highest-Place-in-the-Upside-Down-Deadly-Fake-World_A.pdf

[２ ] Ruling by the Agent with the Secret

The president of the Korean parliament has declared that the emperor is the main criminal of the war, and

the disgrace of the Japanese political world mass media has been revealed to the world.

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-02-08/south-korea-lawmaker-seeks-imperia
l-apology-for-japan-sex-slaves

The emperor(Hirohito)is a criminal
http://alternativereport1.seesaa.net/article/49608166.html
Akira Yamada was the supreme leader of politics and the military, and was in a position to
collect the most accurate information while accumulating a huge amount of materials and
testimony in his book "Military Thought and Strategy of Emperor Showa" published by
Azekura Shobo. It concludes that the emperor, as a person, is responsible for causing the
war. No research has yet emerged that can refute this vast body of material and testimony.

Evidence that Japan is ruled by Koreans. The “Tabuse System” was the beginning of the
rule of Japan by Koreans and financial Jews.
http://rapt-neo.com/?p=16671
The darkness of the imperial family. The darkness of the Japanese Red Cross Society. The
darkness of the Tabuse system. The darkness of being a devil worshiper.
http://rapt-neo.com/?p=16559
There is little evidence (I don't think it is irrelevant) to say financial Jews, the British world
ruled at that time by the super elite of the royal family, and it was the British royal family that
used the Jewish talents who were similarly discriminated against! ,
Focus on the 40 photos of Emperor Meiji taken by foreigners! !
There are discriminated Buraku(village)communities with the same names in Kagoshima
and Yamaguchi prefectures, and the two "Tabuse towns" united with foreign aid, and many
political influential people appeared later from "Tabuse towns" which caused the Meiji
Restoration coup d'état to restore the monarchy. Become.
Emperor Meiji's biological mother, Keiko NAKAYAMA, and the tomb of the woman who gave
birth to Emperor Komei are located at Toshimagaoka Cemetery in Bunkyo Ward, Tokyo. It is
said that no one, including Emperor Meiji, has visited the shrine.

If you don't become a "handy" of the United States, you can't take power = you can't become
prime minister "Japanese political system"
http://alternativereport1.seesaa.net/article/427856834.html
Former Minister of Internal Affairs and Communications Haraguchi//
Koizumi administration had removed the safety devices at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear
power plant
http://www.asyura2.com/13/genpatu33/msg/533.html
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North Korea belongs to the Pentagon
http://eigokiji.cocolog-nifty.com/blog/2016/11/post-d8db.html
https://kokuhiken.exblog.jp/25176765/

Undisclosed message to general majority members_The present Shii-Japan Communist
Party is the counter-revolutionary bodyguard of the CIA
http://777true.net/the-convergence-to-genuine_J122-Revolution-in-JCP.pdf
Collaboration between agent of KJ and JCP secret member are not rare event.

PS:
天下兼相愛則治 交相惡則亂 墨子 巻之四 

順天意者 義政也 反天意者 力政也  墨子 巻之七 

天下有義則治 無義則亂  墨子 巻之七 

Also author admit being of evil cycle of hatred between Japanese and Korean Japanese.
Then it may be duty of more advantageous position person who show starting actual action
toward Japan’s liberation from brutal USA occupation ruling<YES.it is not only Japan,but
also...>,Now very poor and actually suffered author can not help,but accuse those who has
been side of illegal suppression.Note recent massive Japanese had become poorer due to
such large scale policy of non regular employment in absurd COVID hell world with absurd
Ukraine war.This is also a petition to the President of the Republic of Korea Yoon Suk-yeol.

Once any problem had been righteously recognized by ALL of US,someone never fail,but
discover the good solution. Motoji Suzuki 鈴木基司。2023/3/15
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